I. INTRODUCTION
M ixed-criticality implementation is gaining attention in safety-critical real-time cyber-physical systems. Driven by space, weight, power and cost constraints such embedded platforms can adapt to a mixed-criticality implementation where application software(s) with different criticality-level can share the same execution hardware with an isolation mechanism, in spatial as well as temporal domain, to restrict adverse interference between executing software.
Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [1] , mixed-criticality system for airborne platforms, requirements allow application software of different criticality levels, i.e. design assurance level (DAL A-E) according to avionics software guidelines DO-178B [2] , to share the same computational platform with established isolation in temporal and spatial domain; temporal isolation preserves execution timings and spatial isolation preserves the execution states of the applications belonging to different DAL levels.
In conventional practice, such isolation is often achieved with a hypervisor, a software-based isolation that creates virtual partitions on the hardware platform to accommodate applications with different criticality-levels in separate partitions. However, the hypervisor itself requires the same level of certification as the application software with the highest level of criticality running within the hypervisor. Additionally, functionalities rely upon the exposed features on the hardware, which restricts the selection of hardware platform. Besides, such certifiable/ certified products are expensive and often use proprietary tool-chain that needs specific skills. Larger platforms like civil airliner can afford such expensive development process and software overhead, however, the same is not optimal for smaller airborne platforms like unmanned aerial systems (UAS). Furthermore, most of the real-time embedded systems, if not all, are designed to serve specific design goals and to operate for years with rare or no modifications for the entire lifespan. Unlike customization extensive generalpurpose computing, such operational conditions give the opportunity of improvement by designing more hardware specific system design and cut software overhead.
A hardware-based solution can potentially remove the software-overhead by providing isolation at the hardware level, allowing applications of different criticality-level to execute within partitions without any software support for virtualization. One primary requirement for such a hardware platform is to provide analyzable timing behavior for the executing software. The timing constraints for a hard-real-time application is crucial as software timing behavior is a part of correctness, and a deterministic worst-case-execution-time (WCET) must be established to guarantee timely completion of execution. Resource sharing between applications increases interference and potentially affects timing behavior unless isolation is established in the temporal domain [3] .
A. Background
The studies [4] [5] , reveal that a software defined processor synthesized on FPGA logical threads can potentially meet the hardware component requirements for airborne systems [6] . Hardware-based isolation can be achieved by deploying applications of different criticality-level on separate hardware components: either separate processors, separate cores in multi-core, or separate threads on a multi-threaded processor.
Separate cores connected over an inter-core communication channel such as a network-on-chip (NoC) can offer a single-core-equivalent-multicore platform where each core can be dedicated to a certain criticality level. Such asymmetric multiprocessing architecture can offer excellent solutions for parallel computation as well as scalability. Although, the scope 0278-0070 (c) 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TCAD.2019.2960359, IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems JOURNAL OF L A T E X CLASS FILES, VOL. XX, NO. X, MARCH 2019 2 of parallelization in control application is limited as the control flow: sensing-computing-actuating is a sequential process. Schoeberl et al in [7] , demonstrated a single core equivalent multi-core architecture with multiple cores interlinked with a time-analyzable NoC. The architecture is demonstrated for IMA implementation in [8] , where individual applications are implemented on separate processors to prevent interference. In [9] , an asymmetric multiprocessing architecture is demonstrated for improvement in overall system reliability. However, such architecture can impose significant hardware overhead that may limit its implementation in small airborne platforms.
In an alternative approach, hardware level isolation can be achieved by leveraging hardware threads in multithreaded processors. Hardware-level spatial isolation is maintained between tasks deployed on separate hardware threads within the processor and temporal isolation is implemented with a scheduler. A coarse-grained multithreaded processor targeted to improve overall throughput by efficiently utilizing the resources by switching thread when a thread is stalled for dependency e.g. cache miss. However, WCET on such architecture is hard or impossible to determine due to uncertainties from dependencies such as memory.
On the other hand, in fine-grained multithreading, each hardware thread is given access for a single clock cycle and instruction from each thread interleaves the pipeline at every clock cycle [10] . The fine-grained multithreading can potentially facilitate excellent resource utilization with time analyzable execution, however, one major drawback in this architecture is demanding memory access requirements, to accommodate interleaving instructions from different threads in every processor clock cycle, which can only be met with an expensive scratchpad memory or separate memory devices dedicated to each thread.
Although, a fine-grained multithreading offers a better concurrency, which is beneficial for inter-systems interactions such as IO-handling, the WCET of executing applications scales up by a factor n as compared to WCET on a single threaded processor where n is the number of threads. The timing requirements is crucial in aerospace applications, like deadline in flight control applications are in the order of milliseconds [3] , which is not hard to achieve by the modern processor with clock frequencies in nanoseconds; however, the length of input-output execution path, which is critical for WCET analysis, may vary depending on platform requirements, and a longer execution path will result in further higher WCET on a fine-grained multithreaded architecture. At the task level, the increased WCET may not be a matter of concern due to the extended deadline, but this becomes severe when the same concept is extended to partitions.
Furthermore, depending on the functionality, the applications may have different execution periodicity requirements and the partitions, to facilitate the required execution periodicity to the application running with it, requires different cycle frequency in a cyclic execution. Scheduling to meet such requirements is hard to achieve or even impossible with a finegrained multithreading architecture.
B. Contribution
In this work, we demonstrate a custom soft-processor core, AErø (named after a small Danish island in the Baltic Sea), with inbuilt virtualization mechanism at the hardware-level, that can be interfaced with COTS memory devices such as a SRAM or SDRAM, to conform mixed-criticality requirements without any software-based protection mechanism such as a hypervisor or an operating system (OS).
The specific contributions of the work include -• A single issue multithreaded real-time processor architecture featuring controllable replicated data-paths for inbuilt spatial isolation between partitions, with hardwaredefined partition specific memory-interactions.
• Custom co-processor support for time-analyzable nonpreemptive partition scheduling and switching mechanism with minimal and constant switching overhead, offering cycle-accurate WCET analyzability for an individual application executing in different partitions.
• A custom 16-bit register-register ISA for efficient instruction-memory utilization for resource constrained platforms.
Safety-critical application software can run on a certified host software such as an RTOS or directly on the hardware (bare-metal) in one partition, and another low-criticality payload application software can run on a generic OS or directly on the hardware in a separate partition without any interference. All custom features are made accessible with standard C99 and existing and available tool-chain. In this work, we have demonstrated the processor with three partitions for accommodating applications with three different levels of criticality that can be classified as DAL A, B and C levels. The hardware is defined in Verilog HDL and synthesized on an Intel Cyclone V FPGA for demonstration.
II. DESIGN
The AErø processor is a 32-bit custom ISA, RISC style soft-processor with a four-stage pipeline: instruction fetch (F), decode (D), execute (E), memory-access (M). All the components are designed with non-blocking sequential logic for easy timing analysis and to support fast clocking. The ISA, processor and co-processor architectures and the memory hierarchy are discussed in the following subsections:
A. Instruction Set Architecture
In this work, we introduce a 16-bit custom register-register instruction set architecture (ISA) for ease of analysis and debugging, however, the ISA has no contribution to the hardware-defined partition mechanism.
Driven by the traceability requirement in airborne software development guidelines, the constants and parameters in avionics software source-code are defined and initialized separately from their usage [2] , [11] . This allows us to develop a fully functional ISA without immediate instructions. Further, the ALU operations are limited to internal registers only. These two considerations give us the freedom to use a 16-bit ISA instead of a conventional 32-bit ISA, allowing the use of smaller and cheaper COTS memory devices as instructionmemory.
The custom ISA uses three types of instructions: memoryaccess instructions, memory-address instructions and operational instructions as shown in Figure 1 .
1) Memory-access instructions: are the only instructions to access data memory to perform load and store operations to move content between data cache and internal registers. In a memory-access instruction, the highest (MSB) two bits are hard-coded to 1, which is unique to this instruction. The 14th bit in memory-access instructions represent the direction of the data flow, i.e. load or store operation, where 1 represents a store operation. The next 4 bits represent the internal register address and remaining 9 bits hold the address of the memory location in data cache, to perform a load or a store operation.
2) Memory-address instructions: are used to point jump location in the instruction memory for branch and fork operations. In a memory-address instruction the highest (MSB) two bits are hard-coded to 1 and 0, followed by a 14-bit instruction cache address.
3) Operational instructions: are used to perform arithmetic and logical operations. The MSB in an operational instructions is hard-coded to 0, followed by a 7-bit opcode, followed by two internal operand register identifiers. The operational instructions only operate on internal registers, which allow us to remove destination address from the operational instructions and define a convention that first operand register is always the destination register. The ISA can accommodate up to 128 unique opcodes; some useful opcodes are listed in Table I .
However, the custom 16-bit instruction-set has a drawback as the branch and fork operations take two instructions, where the jump address is set with a memory-address-instruction and the branch (or unconditional jump) condition is evaluated with a successive operational-instruction. 
B. AErø Microarchitecture
Microarchitecture of the AErø processor is presented in Figure 2 that implements the ISA discussed earlier. The design goal of the processor core is to facilitate isolation between instructions flow from different partitions, and a cycleaccurate partition switching mechanism without losing timeanalyzibility of the software running within each partition. Once access to the resources is given back to a partition which has executed earlier, should be able to resume execution from the exact same state for computational correctness; skipping an instruction or repeated execution of an instruction can potentially lead to erroneous computation. One way of saving the state of a partition is to copy the internal registers in the memory before switching to the next partition and copying back the contents from the memory to the registers when execution control is given back to the partition, as followed in several software-based isolation. To establish complete isolation between partition threads, resources are replicated to avail dedicated resources to the partitions. Each partition is allocated a separate register bank, stack address registers, a jump address register and a program counter (pc) register. The replicated resources are connected to the pipeline through multiplexers, where the resources are activated when the associated partition has execution access. The pipeline flow has no control in activating or deactivating the resources associated with a partition. In fact, the instruction-set does not carry any information or sense about the replicated resources or partitioning.
1) Fetch:
The fetch stage pushes a new instruction in the pipeline at every clock cycle. The fetch line is connected to the instruction cache and a hard-coded no-op instruction with a multiplexer that is controlled by partition switching mechanism. When the control line is active, no-op instructions are pushed into the pipeline, otherwise, instruction from the instruction cache is inserted. A program counter module keeps track of the instruction to be read in the next clock cycle by controlling the instruction memory address stored in a program counter register, pc reg.
2) Decode: In decode stage, the 16-bit instruction is bitsliced or decoded as per the ISA. For operational-instruction, the opcode and two operand registers from the register bank is selected by setting the control line controlling the multiplexers Op 1 and Op 2 as shown in Figure 2 . The instruction cannot select any specific register bank, and it only selects the operand registers from the register bank which is active. In case of a memory-address-instruction, the jump register is set to the branch address. For a memory-access load-instruction, the data cache address is set for reading, where, for a store access, the internal source register is selected as first operand with associated opcode.
3) Execute:
In execute stage, the ALU operations are performed on the operands selected in the decode stage and the result is stored in the alu reg for arithmetic operations or control flags (alu ctrl flags) are set for logical operations. Furthermore, the destination internal register (i.e. the first operand register) is selected for write back. All ALU operations are single cycle and atomic; for multiplications, we have used DSP multiplier blocks for single cycle operation and hardware division is not featured in this work. A memory-address-instruction has no operation in the execution stage whereas, for a memory-access-instruction (i.e. load and store), the data cache address to be written or read is set to the destination memory address carried in the memoryaccess-instruction in the execute stage. As the memory-accessinstructions do not contribute to ALU operations, using the execution stage for source and destination addressing do not affect the pipeline flow.
4) Write-back/ Memory-access:
The register-register ISA permits to implement the memory-access and the write-back operations in a single stage. Note, the data-in port of the internal register banks is connected to the ALU output as well as to the data cache output, and the ALU output is connected to data-cache datain port as well as the data-load port of the internal registers. The write-back stage implements either of the two operations depending on the type of instruction: for an operational-instruction, the computational results are written back to the internal register from the alu reg, and for memory-access-instruction, the data is either copied to internal register from data-cache (load operation) or data is written to a memory location in the data-cache from internal register (store operation). All the writing procedures are non-blocking, single cycle and atomic.
For simplicity, there is no port-forwarding mechanism in the processor, and potential data hazard is addressed with inserting bubbles or no-op in the pipeline.
5)
Branching: Due to limited space in a 16-bit of instruction, the branching operation requires two subsequent instructions. The first instruction is a memory-address instruction that sets the jump reg to the branch address. The following instruction is an operational-instruction that evaluates the branching condition. The branch prediction is implemented as predict-not-taken such that, if the branching condition is met, a jump enable signal, j en, is held high for a clock cycle that triggers the copying of jump reg to pc reg. 6) Subroutine call: Similar to branching, subroutine call requires two instructions. A hardware subroutine return register is featured in the processor core, which is set to the return address each time the subroutine call is performed. Also, the return address, i.e. the call instruction address + 1 is stored in a stack and the stack pointer is increased by unity. In this work, we have used two separate stack pointers; stack read pointer and stack write pointer where the former points to the return address of the current subroutine call and latter points to the address where next return address will be written unless the stack is freed. A dedicated stack for each par-0278-0070 (c) 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TCAD.2019.2960359, IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems JOURNAL OF L A T E X CLASS FILES, VOL. XX, NO. X, MARCH 2019 5 tition is used to keep track of the subroutine calls and at any instance, and the return address is set to the stack output. Once return instruction is executed, PC reg is set to the stack output and stack read pointer and stack write pointer are decremented by unity. The subroutine call is performed by two instructions, where the first instruction sets the subroutine address in the instruction memory, followed by an operational-instruction that triggers the call en flag, which is one of the CPU control flags.
7) Pipeline flushing:
As the WCET is the effective computation time in real-time systems, there is no branch prediction algorithm implemented, and branching is done at the end of the execution cycle without any prior prediction. Hence, whenever a branch is taken, the instructions in the fetch reg and decode reg belong to the flow from the other branch (the default case) and need to be flushed. The same is applicable for subroutine calls as well. Flushing is only required in the fetch and decode stage and flow in the pipeline from decode to execute stage can be prevented with a stall for a clock cycle. Furthermore, the fetch reg needs to be flushed at the next clock-cycle, as fresh instruction comes out of the instruction cache in the subsequent clock cycle after setting the address register to the desired value. In AErø, flushing is auto triggered when j en or call en are set to active.
The processor facilitates two especial control lines; ptr c flag1 and ptr c flag2 which are used for establishing temporal and spatial isolation respectively. The former control line is connected to the program counter and instruction fetching mechanism to control the inflow in the pipeline, and the latter is connected to the register banks interfaces and memory control unit (discussed later) to maintain isolation between data flow from separate partitions. The ptr c flag2 is always set to the active partition index which controls the active data paths for each partition.
Furthermore, the processor facilitates an exposed hardware timer that is accurate to the processor clock cycle and an active partition id register, that is set to the executing partition id by the processor. The 32×2 bit clock resets after 2 64 clock cycles, i.e. in the order of decades and virtually cannot reset within runtime. Both the hardware are memory mapped, and can be read by reading the memory-mapped locations without any special set of instructions.
C. Partition Switching
The partition switching mechanism is triggered by a coprocessor, Switching-Control-Unit (SwCU). The SwCU is a cycle accurate time-triggered arbitration mechanism that implements scheduling set by the system designer for each partition. The SwCU can accommodate different execution period and execution time for each partition, however, to facilitate time analyzable behavior the following assumptions are made -• All partitions are periodic. • All switching events are time-triggered. • All partitions have uniform priority.
Note, the uniform priority should not be misinterpreted as uniform criticality; uniform priority suggests that any two partitions shall never compete for execution access. Instead of a look-up table the SwCU operates on configurable period and execution time for each partition which needs to be defined by the system designer. There could be dependencies between the partitions in terms of order of execution. Such dependency is accommodated by setting a starting sequence during initialization of the system. The SwCU features separate period clocks for each partition and a shared execution clock. At power-up or reset condition, the period clocks are initialized as per the starting sequence set by the system designer. Each period clock is decremented by unity in each clock cycle whereas the execution clock is incremented by unity. Once a partition is given execution access, the associated period clock for the partition is reset to its period cycle time and the execution clock is set to zero; once the execution clock reaches the pre-configured execution time for the partition, an expiry flag is set to denote the expiry of the execution time.
Similarly, when a period clock of a partition reaches a preset value i.e. partition switching time (a constant value) the partition switching procedure starts; the program counter is stalled by activating ptr c flag1 control line and the current program counter content is stored in the pc register associated to the active partition. While ptr c flag1 is active, the fetch stage inserts no-op instructions in the pipeline. The existing instructions in the pipeline are uninterrupted and the pipeline flow is maintained (no stalling in the pipeline). Once the period clock reaches to value 1, the pc reg is set to the new value from the next partition. In the following clock cycle ptr c flag2 is set to the next partition index and ptr c flag1 is deactivated as shown in Figure 3 .
D. Memory Hierarchy and I/O Interfacing
The memory management must accommodate isolation and protection mechanism to the associated memory regions to each partition to prevent erroneous access by other partitions. Shared memory can be used to share data between partitions when some access control mechanism is implemented 0278-0070 (c) 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. to prevent data-corruption. Such corruption may occur if a memory location written by a producer gets over-written by an application in another partition before the intended consumer application reads it. In this work, we have used three types of memories: instruction cache, data cache and stack memory. All memory operations are single cycle.
Memory-Control-Unit: To establish isolation in the memory regions without any software support a memory-controlunit (MCU) is defined on the hardware to segment memory region. The MCU is directly driven by the hardware-defined partition switching mechanism (ptr c flag2) and controls the two most-significant-bits of the memory address accordingly to the active partition. If the physical address length of a memory unit is n-bits, the [n − 1 : n − 2] bits are controlled by the MCU and [n − 3 : 0] bits are controlled by the CPU. Software running within a partition has no notion of the memory segmentation.
Data and Instruction Cache: The instruction and data caches are separate and independent. For cache memories the following assumptions are made -• All instructions can be accommodated on the instruction cache. • All data can be accommodated on the data cache. • There is no cache miss. Such assumptions are valid for real-time safety-critical systems, where all the constants and variables are pre-defined and pre-initialized. Cache miss detection is out of the scope of this work.
The 16-bit instruction cache is configurable and can be extended to off-chip implementation with external SRAM chip. The CPU has no physical connection to the instruction cache write enable line and cannot modify any memory location in the instruction cache and a single memory device can be used for all the partitions. The 14-bit address space can hold 32K bytes of instruction per partition (with MCU to extend the address space to 16-bit), which we have considered sufficient for this work and haven't considered any extension for instruction memory.
The 32-bit dual port data cache is defined on on-chip block memory. All the partitions have write-access to the data cache and some protection mechanism is essential for isolation. The data cache is divided into two regions; protected and shared. The protected region is further segmented into dedicated regions for each partition. The dedicated regions can only be accessed by the partition it is allocated to and enforced by the MCU. The dedicated memory region is also used as a data stack and to store static data. The stack base is located at the low end that grows depending upon the application needs. Note, that dedicated memory region is controlled by the MCU and a software within a partition needs not to consider address overlapping and can use same address; for e.g. the stack base address for software in all the partitions are the same, but the MCU differentiates the physical location in the memory. All the partitions have access to the shared memory region and use it to share data. As only one partition is active at any given time, no simultaneous read-write protection is needed. During power-up or system reset, the static data is copied to the data cache. The address stack is a separate single port 16bit memory, defined on on-chip block memory. The address stack is only used to handle subroutine calls.
I/O Interfacing: There is no architecture specific requirement for external input-output (I/O) interfacing, especially when memory-mapped interfaces are used with samplingbuffers, which is the conventional practice in aerospace systems. Partition specific I/O ports can be memory-mapped in the partition specific restricted memory space to prevent access from other partitions, where, shared I/O ports between multiple partitions can be memory-mapped in the shared memory region.
Streaming buffers, such as FIFO based solutions cannot be directly shared between partitions as it violates the concept of spatial isolation where the FIFO read pointer can be altered by a dysfunctioning application within any partition which may or may not supposed to do so, and such interfaces shall be mapped to a partition specific restricted memory region.
In practice, the processor is not directly interfaced with external I/O systems in safety-critical systems and additional intermediate co-processors are used for I/O interfacing; for aerospace systems, additional hardware units such as remote-data-concentrator (RDC) or avionics-dataconcentrator (ADC) are used that perform checks and processing of I/O data before it is ready for computation.
III. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Software language and development tools may require certification depending upon its functionality and role. Moreover, a custom tool chain needs additional training and documentation for airborne software consideration. Considering these facts, this work is focused on utilizing standard language, compiler and tool chain for software development. However, an ISA specific compiler is not available for this platform, instead a standard x86 LLVM Clang Compiler is used to generate assembly code and the generated code is modified with a custom assembler to support the ISA before generating binary executables.
For experimentation, we have considered standard C99 without any modifications as the default language and open source Code::Blocks 17.12 as the development software. The C code is compiled using x86 LLVM Clang Compiler with 1999 ISO C language standard to generate assembly.
Assembler: The AErø processor architecture is based on a custom ISA and an ISA specific assembler is needed to process the assembly code generated by the compiler. A custom assembler is written in Python to process the assembly code and generate the executable binary.
There are certain differences between x86 and the proposed ISA. Firstly, the custom ISA does not support ALU operation directly on data cache out, however, this restriction is not followed in compiler generated assembly and to be addressed by the custom assembler. This issue is handled in the assembler by inserting an intermediate instruction to move the content from cache to an internal register emt, and perform the ALU operation with initial operand register and emt, as shown below:
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Secondly, the branch and call instructions are implemented differently in this ISA with two instructions which must be addressed by the assembler. In this ISA, the jump address is set with the former and the jump conditions (or unconditional jump) is evaluated with the latter instruction and the assembly code is modified to accommodate this as shown below (note, cmp instruction is removed and a new instruction jad is added, which implies jump address.):
Thirdly, the possible data hazard is also handled in the assembler for easy determinism and timing calculations. Although there are matured and sophisticated techniques like path forwarding to avoid data hazard, we have mitigated this by inserting a no-op instruction where a data hazard is possible at a cost of wasting one clock cycle.
Fourthly, numerical constants in immediate instructions of the x86 assembly are mapped to data memory and the assembler maps the memory location in the instruction instead of the value. The data is copied to the emt register from the memory location and computation is performed in the subsequent instruction as explained earlier.
Lastly, a modified assembly file (to conserve the mnemonic for debugging), an executable binary file and a binary static data file is generated that is downloaded in the hardware. The codes for individual partition require to be assembled individually for correct placement in the memory.
IV. EVALUATION
The objective of the evaluation is to analyze the platform for computational correctness and timing-correctness of executing applications within partitions. Besides, the motivation of the work is driven by the requirements of mixed-criticality systems in an airborne platform, and the feasibility of implementation in an airborne system needs to be demonstrated. The evaluation of the AErø processor core is done in two phases; a test case is created to analyze the functionality and timing behavior of the platform and the system behavior and performance are analyzed against an avionics use case.
A. Setup
For experimentation and demonstration, the AErø processor core is synthesized on an FPGA chip. The processor alone is not sufficient for operation and requires additional hardware support like IO interfacing, oscillator, memory, a reset meachanism etc. A system-on-chip is set up around the processor core with 16KB of instruction memory, a 50 MHz oscillator, 32bit debug port with LEDs at [7:0], an UART IPCore (115200 bps), a reset button, and a monitoring hardware module that exposes internal switching mechanism through GPIO pins. The hardware, written in Verilog HDL, is synthesized with Intel Quartus Prime 18.1 to generate .sof file. We have used Intel De10-Nano development board with Intel Cyclone V SE FPGA chip for experimentation. The board features a 50MHz inbuilt oscillator, which is used as the primary clock for the processor core and other hardware modules. However, the dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor on the SoC chip is not used for any purpose in this work. Once the board is configured with the .sof file, the JTAG connection used to configure the board, is disconnected. The on board UART IPCore is used to upload the executable in the memory.
For accurate timing analysis a digital-oscilloscope is connected to the exposed GPIO pins for cycle accurate analysis of the partition switching mechanism. The oscilloscope is connected to the 1-bit ptr c flag1 and 2-bit ptr c flag2 signal that drives the switching mechanism.
B. Timing Analysis
The timing behavior of individual partition should be evaluated for accuracy. The partition switching is driven by a hardware mechanism and each partition should pose cycle-accurate timing-behavior. Moreover, the partitioning can potentially affect the WCET of the individual applications running within a partition. Say, the WCET of an application, A, when executing in a non-partitioned environment is τ A0 . If the same application is ported to this platform into a partition n that has an execution time of τ pn , then the effective WCET of the application, τ An , can be determined as:
where, E p is periodicity of the partition n. Derivation: Let's assume, a task within a partition completes execution in nth execution access of the associated partition. The remaining execution time after (n − 1)th access: τ A0 − (n − 1) × τ pn and the time interval between the first access and n th access is : (n − 1) × E p . Hence, effective time required to complete execution is-
n is the number of times the partition is given access, and an integer and can be represented as τ A0 /τ pn .
Note, when τ pn >= τ A0 , τ A0 /τ pn in the above equation becomes 1, resulting in τ An = τ A0 i.e. when the execution period of a partition is greater than the no-partition equivalent WCET of an application, the WECT of the application is unaffected.
WCET time analysis for individual application has been presented in several works [12] [13] [14] , and can be considered to determine τ A0 .
Let's consider the following code segment as the application A, that we will consider for periodic execution in separate partitions for timing analysis: The timer, p id and uart are memory-mapped hardware modules mapped at memory address 0x019, 0x01A and 0x018 respectively. The threshold value is determined to support the UART transmission rate. A fast transmission by the processor core will result in buffer overflow and packet loss. When executed on a single partition with all other partitions deactivated, the execution time of computation cycles are identical and equal to 399963 clock pulses or 7.99926 ms i.e. τ A0 as presented in Figure 4 . 1  12  23  34  45  56  67  78  89  100  111  122  133  144  155  166  177  188  199  210  221  232  243  254  265  276  287  298  309  320  331 The same application is implemented in three separate partitions p 1 , p 2 and p 3 , with execution time of τ p1 = 4ms, τ p2 = 12ms and τ p3 = 8ms to analyze the timing behavior. Note, that the execution time of partition p 1 , τ p1 , is less than τ A0 . The partition execution schedule is presented in Figure 5 . There could be applications specific requirements where no partition is active, to limit power consumption or meet exact periodicity, and to analyze the impact of such an implementation we have added a time slot (X) in the partition execution schedule where none of the three partitions are active.
The Table II shows the scheduling implementation and clock cycles at which execution access given to each partition. E start is the clock cycle when access is given and E end is when access is taken back from a partition. Similarly, τ px represents the execution access time in milliseconds of a partition x. Also, the outputs from the executing applications are presented in the table. Note that the outputs are the internal timer values sent by the executing application and not the time when the output is received at the monitoring end.
As shown in Figure 5 , execution time for partition 2 and partition 3 is greater than τ A0 (τ p2 = 12ms τ p3 = 8ms), so the effective WCET for the application within partition 2 and 3 remains unchanged i.e. τ A2 = τ A0 and τ A3 = τ A0 . However, as τ p1 <τ A0 , as per equation 1, the calculated τ A1 is 19.99966ms which is equal to the measured WCET from the output. A timing diagram of cyclic execution of the partitions and key control register states are shown in Figure 6 . Although, it might seem unusual to have a partition execution time of a period less than the execution time of the applications running within it, due to the feasibility of scheduling applications with low priority and extensive resource demands can be scheduled on a partition with soft real-time boundations.
C. Comparison with Alternative Architectures
Single-core-equivalent (SCE) multicore or many-core and fine-grained multithreaded (FGM) architectures can feature hardware-based isolation required for mixed-criticality systems and each has own merits and demerits as compared to AErø . First, a single-core-equivalent multi-core architecture with same number of processing elements as the number of partitions used in AErø can offer a platform for parallel execution. Three mutually independent tasks, a, b and c, when ported to three processors in the SCE architecture, can execute simultaneously and the total execution time will be equal to the longest execution time among the three tasks. FGM and the AErø platform do not support parallel computing. The total WCET of all tasks on AErø is the sum of WCET of individual tasks and partition switching time, where, the same is 3x of the WCET of the longest task on an FGM architecture. The WCET of individual tasks on AErø are same as the WCET on the SCE platform, in contrast, WCET of individual tasks are 3x on an FGM architecture.
However, when the tasks are interdependent, for e.g. a− > b− > c, the scope of parallel execution is limited and the total WCET of the same tasks becomes the sum of individual execution time and inter-processor communication delay on a SCE architecture. In the same context, the total WCET on an FGM platform is the sum of 3x of the WCET of the individual tasks, where, irrespective of inter-dependency the total WCET remains same on the AErø platform.
Secondly, to assure bounded system response time, apart from WCET, periodicity of a system is critical. In mixed criticality systems, different tasks may require different execution frequencies and hardware platform plays a critical role in accommodating such requirements. In a SCE platform, a task within a processor can have a custom scheduling to meet its periodicity requirements irrespective of other tasks in other processors. Similarly, in AErø , partitions can be scheduled to satisfy WCET and periodicity requirements of individual tasks. In contrast, an FGM architecture equally distributes the computational resources among the tasks in different threads, and tasks with equal WCET cannot have different periodicity.
Lastly, each hardware architecture implements different features that results in different hardware overheads. The hardware overhead of a SCE architecture can be significantly higher than that of the partitioned architectures. The hardware requirement for each additional processing element linearly increases from what is required for a single un-partitioned processing element in addition to the hardware overhead for an inter-processor communication mechanism such as a NoC. A comparison of hardware resource requirements between a partition and a non-partition processing unit is presented in Table III. The hardware overhead of a fine-grained multithreaded processor itself is very similar to the hardware overhead of the proposed architecture.
Furthermore, for simultaneous operations in a SCE architecture, the requirement of separate instruction and data memory for each processor results in indirect hardware overhead when external memory devices (e.g. SRAM, SDRAM chips) are used. Similarly, in FGM architectures, to accommodate interleaving of instructions from different tasks in every clock cycle separate external memory devices are required that also results in additional interfacing (GPIO) requirements. In contrast, only one partition is active at any time in AErø and external memory devices can be shared between partitions with isolation mechanism as proposed in this work while preserving spatial isolation.
For execution of independent tasks, SCE architecture can outperform both fine-grained and AErø, and offers the best solution for parallel execution at a cost of highest hardware overhead, where, an FGM architecture can feature a better concurrency and best suitable for event-triggered system, where an event/ interrupt belonging to any criticality level can be addressed in a short time. In contrast, the proposed architecture is novel for interdependent tasks with static scheduling. Although, such an architecture is inferior in terms 0278-0070 (c) 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TCAD.2019.2960359, IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems JOURNAL OF L A T E X CLASS FILES, VOL. XX, NO. X, MARCH 2019 10 of concurrent and parallel execution as compared to the other two, it can offer same, if not better, total WCET for multiple interdependent tasks as compared to other architectures with similar or less hardware overhead of an FGM architecture. A comparison between the proposed architecture vs alternative architectures that feature hardware-based isolation is presented in Table IV .
D. Use Case: Avionics
The objective of a use case analysis for the proposed system is not only to demonstrate the system performance against practical aerospace applications, but also to analyze the feasibility of the development of applications for the proposed architecture with conventional practice and following the guidelines in software development considerations i.e. DO-178B and DO-178C.
For demonstration, we have considered three applications for three partitions with different criticality-levels:
• A flight director (DAL A). • An autopilot with, altitude hold, auto-throttle, and heading-control (DAL B). • A moving map application (DAL C). The above applications are common for manned and unmanned airborne platforms, which can give a better understanding to the readers with different backgrounds. A flight director (FD) application receives data from the flight data computer and air data computer about flight heading, altitude, attitude, airspeed etc. and integrate all the data into a command signal displayed on an attitude indicator. The flight director application can be used with or without autopilot. When used with autopilot, the FD can send reference commands to the autopilot. Without autopilot engaged, the FD presents all processed information as cues to the pilot and the pilot needs to manually control the stick to follow the cues.
The autopilot application, when engaged, maintains a reference altitude, speed and heading set by the pilot or the flight director. There are different ways of implementing the autopilot system. In our case, the autopilot can be engaged without engaging the flight director system. The autopilot system receives data from the flight data computer and air data computer about flights heading, altitude, attitude, airspeed etc. like flight director and computes control command for the control surfaces and the propulsion systems according to the preset reference states.
A moving map application displays the aircraft's location on a variety of pre-stored maps. For the experimentation, we have used 2D terrain map for the moving map application.
Each application controls functionality of a system, which is consist of several subsystems i.e. tasks in the context of software. For example, the autopilot system has multiple subsystems; vertical attitude control, lateral attitude control, velocity control, braking control etc. which are separate tasks.
For software development, we have considered modelbased development technique. Model-based development is a well adopted practice for software development in aerospace industries [15] . In a model-based development approach, a mathematical model of the requirement is developed and latter C or C++ code is automatically generated by a tool, based on the model. Such tools provide traceability between the generated code and the requirements. In this work, we have used Simulink tool for model-based development for the proposed platform to generate standard C code. The code generated by Simulink can be certified by DO-178B standards when required guidelines are followed. The development process for applications of different criticality is kept separated. Each subsystem, that has a unique functionality, is developed as a function and called by the system it belongs to. Each partition may have multiple systems and subsystems under it.
Setup: In this demonstration, we have used X-plane 11 flight simulator, a matured flight simulation software used in multiple pilot trainer simulator for simulating the dynamics of the airborne platform. The simulator features interfacing of external system to compute control commands to manipulate the actuators of the aircraft and the simulator simulates the dynamics of the aircraft based on the actuation. The X-plane 11 has an inbuilt UDP interface for sensor data transmission and control command reception. However, the AErø platform does not feature UDP interface and an interfacing software, that executes on the simulator host system, is used as a UDP-UART converter and vice-versa. A generic UART module is not ideal for transmitting crucial data to a partitioned system, as reception buffer may contain data intended for one partition and get emptied by another partition. One way of dealing with this is having individual UART connections for each partition. However, we have used a custom UART IP to store the data packets in separate sampling ports. Each partition can read any of the sampling ports, but the port is only refreshed (overwritten) when a new sample arrives. Furthermore, the control commands received from the AErø platform for FD and moving map applications are fed into a software defined electronic flight instrument system (EFIS) for visual inspection for correctness. A block diagram of the demonstration setup is presented in Figure 7 .
The autopilot is required to compute control commands in a cyclic loop and the required control loop frequency depends on the dynamics of the airborne platform and has a typical value of 50Hz for large airliners to 500Hz for agile unmanned systems. In this experiment, we have considered the execution frequency of the autopilot application to be 200 Hz, which is our limitation due to bandwidth constraints between the simulator and the platform. Additionally, the flight director application should have the same execution frequency to feed Table V shows the WCET of each application and the execution time assigned to each partition. Note that the partition execution time always is higher than the execution time of the application running within the partition. A simulated flight test is conducted in the simulated environment where a test flight is flown for more than 10 Hrs in a pre-defined flight path by the autopilot application driven by the FD application, both executing on the AErø platform. For graphical output, the FD cues driven by the flight director application is displayed over an electronic attitude director indicator (EADI) on a primary flight display (PFD) system and a screenshot is shown in Figure 8 .
V. RELATED WORK
The concept of moving RTOS operation in hardware is not new. In FASTCHART [16] , deterministic execution was achieved with 64 different tasks with 8 different priorities with a RISC architecture by removing cache and pipeline. Adomat et al. in [17] presented a real-time hardware kernel that can support a similar number of tasks and priorities like FASTCHART, but with additional hardware features.
In recent years, Zimmer et al. [10] has introduced a finegrained multithreaded processor architecture, FlexPRET, for mixed-criticality systems. The work demonstrates a WCET analyzable framework that accommodates isolation in both temporal and spatial domain without wasting any computational cycle. Tasks are segregated in threads and each thread is given access to the computational resources for a single clock cycle in fixed or active-round-robin arbitration. A very [20] introduced a worst-case time-analyzable multicore architecture for mixed-criticality system with isolation between tasks. Although, the architecture is limited to a single hard-real-time task per core. Delvai et al. [21] introduced a 16-bit, 3 stage processor, SPEAR, with repeatable-time instructions by single path execution flow.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Virtualization is an essential requirement for mixedcriticality systems to mitigate inter-partition interference. Hardware-based partitioning can provide an adequate solution for virtualization without any software support. For costeffective platforms with SWaP constraints, such a system can be beneficial as it saves the cost and resources that would be spent on a software-based partitioning mechanism otherwise. Furthermore, a hardware-scheduling system can provide cycleaccurate partitioning switching to accommodate hard-real-time requirements.
In this research, we have considered a non-preemptive fixed-scheduling arbitration in the hardware scheduler for cycle-accurate timing analysis for possible implementations in airborne systems. There is an opportunity to improve the scheduling algorithm to support dynamic and priority-based arbitration. Furthermore, the proposed architecture can possibly be extended to multicore implementation. By interfacing with on-chip interconnects, the proposed processor core can be used for single core equivalent multicore platform. Lastly, the platform can be demonstrated on a physical testbed for unmanned flights.
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